Evidence of phenotypic stability after transduction of fluorescent proteins in two human tongue cancer cell lines.
This study investigated the phenotypic stability and biological properties of two human tongue cancer cell lines after transduction of fluorescent proteins. The human tongue cancer cell lines UM1 and UM2 were cultured with GFP and RFP lentiviral particles stock for 72h. Cells with successful transduction of fluorescent proteins were selected in a medium containing G418 antibiotics for two weeks. The proliferation rates of parental and transduced cell lines were evaluated by their population doubling time (PDT). Transduction efficiency was assessed by fluorescence microscope and flow cytometry. The transduced cells in passage 1, 2, 10, 20 and 30 were collected to check the stability of fluorescent protein expression. Phenotypic stability of the transduced cells was detected by means of cell morphology, cell surface markers and cell function evaluating essay. The proliferation rates of the transduced cell lines showed no significant difference compared to their parental cells. Successful transduction with high efficiency (99% up) was demonstrated. High fluorescence expression on both transduced cells was detected until the thirtieth generation. UM1 and UM1-GFP displayed mesenchymal cell characteristics, while UM2 and UM2-RFP cell lines showed properties characteristic of epithelial. Two human tongue cancer cell lines of epithelial and mesenchymal phenotype respectively, have been successfully labelled with green and red fluorescent proteins. The fluorescence maintained a high expression rate over thirty generations without influencing the original morphological phenotype and cadherin expression.